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,Spring_ Storm
Appears To Be
Dying Out
SAT.

By UNITED PRESS
The spring storm that ravaged
• most of the nation with deadly
▪ tornadoes and high gales appeared to be dying out today.
The U.S. Weather Bureau at
Chicago reported the letup but
said it was Accompanied by steep
jumps and drops in the mercury
columns.
The expiring lash of the
storm's tail, however, snapped
at the eastern half of the nation
,Friday night. Winds' of 90 mph
4eselocity . howled down Toledo,
Ohio streety, lifted a Lakes
freighter from its moorings and
wrenched out at least 50 power
lines.
A United Press tally revealed
a total of 45 weather - caused
deaths during the past week.
.Tornadoes were responsible for
19 of these fatalities. There were
11 in Texas five in Oklahoma,
two in Gesirgia and one in Mislessippi. Blizzard
and
storms
killed five persons in Colorado,
three each in Illinois and Indiana, two in Mississippi, South Dakota, Missouri, Nebraska and
Wisconsin, and one in Texas,
Ohio, Iowa, Minnesota and Utah.
Several patients in an Erie,
Mich. clinic were soaked by a
driving thunderstorm Friday
, night when 81 mph winds ripped
the clinic roof off.
ill
No infuries were reported from
what was described as a small
tornado which struck at Lancaster, S.C., Friday night, damaging
a schoolhouse.
The storm front which touched
off the twisters throughout the
South finally moved off into the
Atlantic Friday. North Carolina
suffered from swollen streams as
well as from wind and storm
damage. Mountain rivers in the
West, bloated with more than
four inches of rain, posed a serious threat in the state. But reports inditated the water level
was dropping elewly today.
Part of the storm gave a departing swat to the Ohio Valley.
The Ohio State Highway Patrol
reported sections of 31 highways
under water. A flood was narrowly averted when a small dam
* at West- Carrollton. Ohio, broke.
Water was safely diverted in a
canal, however, by an emergency
gate, protecting Miamisburg from
the flood.
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Three Year Old
Girl Is Raped

t;

WEST COVINA, Calif. (US —
0124-year-old man confessed early
today to kidnaping a 3-year-old
girl and leaving 011 nude and
beaten in a field nearly t w o
hours later, sheriff's deputies reported.
The girl, Barbara - Allen, was
described in critical condition at
Covina Community Hospital.
Detectives said James Kenneth
Williams. of nearby Alhambra,
admitted taking the girl from
4 her mother's car Friday and then
molesting her in a lonely spot
near the South Hills Country
" Club
- "I just got an urge," Williams
told officers. "I hit her with a
rock later . .
then I felt bad."
_
The child was found by a motorist lying unconscious at the
edge of the field.
*

It

OUT OF BOUNDS

DETROIT ell — Fred A. Harrison told the Detroit draft board
,that their greetings and invitation to join the 'Army flattered
him but explained that he could
not accept. Harrison added that
he is a Canadian citizen with
residence in Riverside, Ont., and
is 60 years old.
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New Game Bird To
Be Introduced

Moyers To Make
Visit To Canada

FRANKFORT le -- The state
Department of.
and Wildlife
Resources announced Friday it
is attempting to introduce a new
breed of game bird in Kentucky.
The department plans to free
about 700 Japanese coturnix quail
In various sections of the state
next week. Another 10,000 birds
will be -released next fell.
The department will tag all
of the birds with leg bands in
order to keep a check on their
adaptability to conditions in the
state.
An open season on this type
bird will be declared next fall
to determine whether a substantial, number of the birds
are able to survive and multiply.
Hunters who kill them will
be asked to return the leg bands
to the department to aid in the
compilation of data regarding the
experiment.

Mr and Mrs. R. E. Moyer will
leave by plane Sunday for Montreal, Canada. Mrs. Moyer will
return by June 1.
Mr. Moyer is associated with
the Murray Manufacturing Company arid will leave for Canada
where the company has an affiliate.
While in Canada the Moyer's
two girls, will stay with relatives
and attend school -in Indiana.
The Moyers are having the
Ledger and Times sent to them
while they ,are away from Murray.

— Ledger and /Imes Photo by Al Thurston
Here are the All-Stars from the Carter Cutie-Austin Adorable game played last night in the Murray High gym. Mayor George Hart is shown pre ienting the certificates. From left to right are
Mrs. Bette' Lowery, Mrs. Dan Hutson, Mrs. Gayl on Thurman, Jr., Mayor Hart, Mrs. James C. Williams, !Qtrs. John Scott, and Mrs. James Ctillivan. Mrs. Cullivan was named most valuable.

Talented Porpoise
Swallows Ball, Dies

Teen Town Rules
Are Strict For
The Good Of All
The Murray Teen Town organization has strict rules, according to Norman Hale. director.
The rules were drawn up and
everyone is expected to strictly
adhere to them, he said.
The organization is described
as a "social recreation club for
single youth of the age 13 to 19.
Each member has a personal
responsibility in the club7 sharing
the worts, participation in its
gerTeial activity, and knowing
and abiding by the club rules."
The eight rules are as follows:
I. Membership cards must be
presented for admittance. No exchange of membership cards. No
refunds.
2. Members may bring out of
town guests only.
3. Members and guests are not
permitted to lease the building
until they are ready 'to go home.
4. No gambling will be permitted.
5. No crooking permitted in the
building.
6. No rough play or running
will be allowed in the building.
7. Murray Teens Club expects
'its members and guests to respect property right and t h e
rights of other people.
8. Penalty for breaking rules
can be temporary suspension or
permanent expulsion of membership.

Ruling Heartbreaking
To Hungarians \
VIENNA, Austria (1/1 —At lease,
48 Hungarian refugees have attempted
suicide
in
Austrian
camps since learning that immigration to the United States has
been stopped, it was reported today.
A. representative of the Catholic Caritas Mission reported the
figure at an emergency meeting
of foreign voluntary relief agencies working in Austria.
The meeting was called to map
measures to cope with crowded
conditions in the camps a n d
speed up the transfer of regugees
out of the country.
The Caritas representative said
most of those who tried to kill
themselves have relatives in the
United States whom they wanted
to join.. Charlotte Teuber, chief social
worker on the Hungarian refugee
camp at Traiskirchen, said she
had received reports of at least
10 attempted suicides, two by
youngsters in her own camp.
Camp personnel have been
alerted for more atfempts, she
said.
Traiskirchen is 15 miles soufh
of Vienna.
"We eepeet a new wave of
suicides over this weekend among
Hungarians who have been
shocked by the news that immigration to the United States has
been stopped," Miss Teutecr said.
"The situation in our camp can
hardly be described by words.
The bitterness. and deep disappointment of these people, most
of them '$,ouths who were active
freedom fighters against Comhe•kstbreaking."

By UNITED PRESS
INDUCTS FIRST DRAFTEES
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy, wihdy and cooler today,
BONN er — West Germany's
high 47, tonight partly cloudy
and colder with frost likely, slow-starting army inducted its
low 30. Sunday mostly fair and first 9,733 draftees, leaving its
'
1 a little warmer in the afternoon. strength still short of 20 per
cent of. the planned 500,000 total.
Some 5:30 a m. temperatures: The Western Allies agreed eight
Louisville 38, Lexington 35, Pa- years ago to rearm West Gerducah and Bowlirig Green 39, many for defense against the
Covington 36, London 37 and Communist threat, but prolonged
Hopkinsville 44.
political haggling has slow id the
Evansville% Ind., 37.
process to a snail's pace.

A
— Ledger and Times Photo by Al Thurston
Mayor Hart is shown presenting the AlliStars o f the Lions Club - Faculty game their certificates.
The gam ewas played last night in the Murray H igh gym. From left to right are Mayor Hart, Lubie Veale, Jr., Charles Finney, Eli Alexander, Jo e Pat Ward and M. C. Ellis. Joe Pat was named
outstanding for the Lions and Alexander for the teachers.

Carter Cuties Win First Annual- Basketball
Game Over Austin Adorables; Lions Win
By JIM DUMAS
The Cutie Carter's pulled the
first and -last punches and - a
sixteen to eight win over the
Austin Adoesbles in a ludicrous
PTA sponsored basketball game
at Murray High last night.
The 4-second round of (grownups) entertainment between the
Lions Club and Faculty went
to the Lions 19-14.
The lassies brought a capacity
crowd to the peak of ecstasy
and left them wondering what
to expect next.
The Cuties dressed out in red
bloomers lined up at the opening
horn wearing boxing gloves. Obviously a strategy on the part
of coach Poteet Cayon who instructed her gals to come out
fighting. Only the referee received the blows, however in
disarming them.
The first quarter_ was rough
and tumble with each side capitehzing on one foul shot with
twenty minutes of actual time
assurers! (Inly four minutes of
playing' time, Jo Williams shook
her interference and raced for
the first field goal. She was so
%tunned and s elated that she
stopped the game and ordered
tea for the houses
Audry Scott teamed, with Jo to
lead all scorers -with 'e.ix points
each.
The Adorables went sei.ti
,
\
zI in
the third quarter behind the
running set shots of Neva Gay
Albritten and the stout defense
of Mrs. Harry Sparks and Betty
Lowery to pull within two points
8 to 6, but the Cuties forged

Search On For Two
Who Cremated Six
LOS ANGELES II! -- Police
today extended a search for
two men following the arrest
of two others on thargee they
cremated five men and a weethatt
with flaming gasoline in a quiet
neighborhood leer,

out again on bouncing push-ups,
featuring a 20 footer by Audry
Scott.
This writer thinks the turning
point of the game came late
in the first quarter when Ty
Holland laughed too vigorously,
he "busted" his collar button
which frightened an Austin lass
out of a basket that would have
tied the game.
The Lions, using a fast break
jumped off to an early 6 to 2
lead over the Faculty, they fell
behind in the third quarter then
came back to victory. '
The Faculty were led by Jr.
Veale, Dub Russell, McKinney
and Eli Alexander in a razzle
dazzle display that had the Lions
all but tamed.
But the Lions behind Harris,
Joe Pat. Ward. Henry Fulton,
George Kimble, hung on to win.

Hazel FFA Wins
Ribbons In Contest
The Hazel FFA chapter participated in the sub-district FFA
competition recently. Dwain Taylor entered the treasurer's book
and received a blue ribbon and
T. G. Curd entered the secre.tary's book and received a red
ribbon.
Dwain Taylor entered the public speaking contest winning a
red ribbon. Jerold Owens received a white ribbon in the
impromptu speaking contest.
The
parlimentary
procedure
te
won a red ribbon.
•

Mrs-,Lowery Named .1
Officer -Of Group
Mrs. C. C. 'Lowry, president
elected
of thevice-presidentl
Murray P?,
A was
t.
first
f the First
District Kentucky
anch National Congress of Par te and
iTeachers, at its tesent -ninth
annual spring conference at Tilghman High School, P
last 'Friday. Mrs. W. L. Bennett,
Jr., of Farley, will serve as
president.
Other Murray delegates to the
conference were Mrs. A. A.. Doherty, president elect of the
Murray PTA, Mrs. George Hart,
Mrs. William Nall, and Mr. W.
Z. Carter, sunerintendant of schools.
The Mlarray delegation accepted a Civilspefense award. The
local publicity book, compiled
by Mrs. Pat Wallis, took second
place.
Dr. john Leste>\Bpford, Past
President of the National Education Association, a n d ' present
Superintendent of , Schools 'lo Mt.
Vernon, Illinois, was • the
in
speaker of the day, addressi
the group on modern education.

Clyde Etatee, Se. an ex-conviat,
and Oscar Brenhaug. 44, were
arrested within a few hours after
the tiny Club Mecca 'burst into
flames late Wednesday. They
were booked on suspicion of
murder.
Wienesses said four men had
been ousted from the bar for
annoying a weman patron and
returned later, pouring a fivegallon bucket of gasoline into
the cocktail lounge. Then one
of them tossed a small ball of
fire — preterit:1y a burning match
book — into the fuel.
Bates was identified in a police
lineup by the bartender, Larry
Fenton. 24, as the man who
poured die gasoline on the bar
floor while most of the 20 patrens
were not asvaree what was taking
place,. Before an alarm could
Modern submarines can travel
be sounded flames shot in every
direction, trapping the six per- faster submerged than on the
sons who died and injuring three surface. They can tufty submerge
in less than, one minute.
others.

More Sympathy Is
Promised By Marines
WASHINGTON 11/1/ —The Pentagon promised today to be more
sympathetic in the future when
Informing parents of the tragic
news that a son or daughter has
died in the service of his country.
The Pentagon reacted immediately after a grieving father said
he would pretest to Congress and
to Secretary of Defense Charles
E. Wilson about the "crude and
hearteess" manner in which he
was notified of the death of his
Marine son in a plane crash
Wednesday at Cherry Point. N.C.
A Pentagon spokesman said
Wilson and his top offiCials
would deal promptly with the
matter to see that it doesn't happen again.
Stantey R. Fortuna, member of
the Board of Selectmen of Fairfield. Conn.. expressed resentment and hurt over a telegram
he received telling him of 'the
death of his e2-year-old son, Lt.
Richard Fortuna.
He said the telegram — from
Maj. Gen, J. C. Munn. commanding general of the Cherry Point
Marine Aircraft Wing — expressed regret, gave tentative funeral
arrangements, and said the government would allow him $125
to bury his son.
"I sent the general a telegram
thanking him for the message
and Por the $125 in exchange for
sarrr- ille.--Tortuna lRt bflt.erly at Fairfield.
"The Marines could find a better way to notify parents of deceased. servicemen. Why couldn't
they send „a local representative
of the hegrines to notify us?"
A Pentagon spokesman said the
Armed Forces Policy Councils
which is composed of Wilson and
the service secretaries, would
give the Matter prompt study.
He indicated action would be
aken to make Navy and Marine
ps methods conform
with
those of the Army and Air Force.
The latter two services send
telegraphic messages when there
are deaths in which they express
regrets and 'give available facts
about causes. When they have
learned that a family has received the notification, they send
another telegram outlining funeral procedures.
The Navy and Marines send a
single message in which s they
combine their expression'-of segrets with requests for family
desires in regard to burial arrangements.
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•MARINELAND, Fla.
— A
'talented porpoise died Friday
from the effects of swallowing
a small rubber sphere which
his trainer had been using to
teach him hew to play baseball.
Algae, the eight-Year old star
in 'Marine Studies*Pirrpoise show
died while veterinarians tried to
remove the rubber. ball.
Trainers said the talented
mammal was learning a new
act, "baseball," the latest addition to his long repertoire, when
the accident happened.
X-rays showed the ball, four
inches in diameter, was lodged
in Algae's first stomach and
veterinarians tried to extract it
with grasping forceps which were
_inserted by tube through the
mamthal's mouth. The operation
was performed with Algae out
of water, on a table where
attendants constantly bathed the
ailing porpoise with j; end'
wet rags.
But the sleek porpoise died
while attempts were beings made
to remove the ball with the
improvised instrument, Regular
animal forceps were not large
enough to extract the object.
Marine Studios publicist W. S.
Chambers Jr. said Algae swallowed the ball while learning
to take it in his mouth, "throw"
it to the "batter" (his treiner)
and then protest -the decision
when someone -called the "pitch"
a "ball."

uncil Votes
For Slow Time
The Murray City Council last
night voted unanimously to keep
"slow time" in Murray this year.
The question was brought up by
Mayor Hart last night with the
suggestion .that it be.settled last
pight rather than to discuss the
issue for several weeks.
Several councilmen brought out
the point that much confusion
resulted last year in Murray
when part of the town was on
"fast" time and part was on
regular time.
No particular action was takers
by 'the council last night. A second reading was given to one
ordinance
concerning
parking
near fire plugs. The question of
dumping garbage on Smith 16th
was brought up. • Darrell Shoemaker said that he had received

Strangler Of
Woman Is Sought

HOLLYWOOD, April 6 tir —
Police technicians tested today
dirt found near the strangled
body of Mrs. Ruth Goldsmith,
wealthy representative of a New
York pelt
.
'firm.' .
Mrs, Goldsmitteswas
discovered Friday in her lavishly
furnished hotel suite by a maid.
Detectives 'said she was clad in
a negligee. Her hands were
bound behind her with a silk
stocking and a washcloth was
stuffed in her mouth.
A preliminary examination indicated
that Mrs. " Goldsmith,
about 45, had been strangled.
An autopsy was scheduled later
todar"to determine the egos%
cause of death.
Police said the bed in the room
was soiled by shoe mark,. Pieces
of dirt, believed to be from the
vats
murder's shoes. *ere fteund
the bed.
•
Police were puzzled over a
motive' for the crime. They said
Mrs. Goldemith's clothing was
disarrangerd . but there was no
ACTRESS HAS BOY
evidence that she had been sexFrench actress ually molested. Some jewelry
LONDON
Leslie Caron gave birth to a was reported missing from her
room.
6-pound, 12-ounce boy.

Tennis Squad
Returns From
"Hot" Florida

Congress Ready To Meet
Demands Of Postoffice
WASHINGTON II? — Congress
today appeared ready ti meet
at least part way the demands
of Pqstmaster General Arthur E.
Summerfield for additional funds
to avoid a cut in postal services.

Summer-field late Friday postponed until next Saturday a
threatened reduction in service.
He had been expected to put
through the order making the
reductions effective today.
Summerfield acted after the
House Appropriations Committee
scheduled a meeting for next
Frida,y to take up Summerfield's
emergency request
dollars to operate the Post Office,
Department_ for the next three
months. •
The committee had approved
$7 million dolears of Summerfield's request. -"It now tee& .a
week -to consider whether to
incerase the amount. It w
g
pected to do Si) under mu
public pressure.
Summerfield said that J,f the
funds aren't forthcoming he will
have to halt Saturday mail deliveries, close post office window
service on Saturdays and cut
business mail deliveries to a
maximum ef two a day.
He issued orders to put the
cuts into effect next Saturday.
Other congressional news:
Norman: Chief counsel Robert
Morris of the Senate Internal
Security subcommittee denied the
need of a Senate investigation
of his staff for releasing Communist charges against suicide
victim Herbert Norman — Canadian ambassador to Egypt, Sen.
Richard L. Neuberger (D-Ore.)
has called for the investigation.
But Morris said eight senators
on the subcommittee and not
•
the staff authorized Publication
of the charges against Norman.
One of the earliest true Greek
Atomic: The joint congressional
reeleal- 'hauset 1 in Kentucky is Atomic Energy Committee said
the 'Orlando Brown House in definite -long .,grege advantages
Frankfeirt„ built in 1835 by John' would result,. ere
creation of
Brown fot his son.
to'regulate
a new federal agen
•

several complaints on the subject.
Chief of Police Novis McReynolds was instructed to watch
the area closely in the hopes of
catching the violators in the act.
Parking - on Olive Boulevard
was discussed at length. A check
will be made on existing ordinepees on the street and also on
the parking as--reeis now sbee/We'
action will be taken. The construction of the new -girl's dormitory has caused a new parking
problem on the boulevard with
parking on both sides of the
street. causing a hazard.
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
said that six volunteer firemen
had been signed. Two new regular firemen were _einpltiYed by
the council last night. They are
Clarence Bennett and Rob McDermott. The action was in response to a state ruling concerning the number of Ditemen needed by a third class. city.
The keeping of livestock and
animals within the city was discussed but no action was taken.
All councilmen were present
last night with .the exception
of Joe Dick and Burgess Paarker.

the private atomic,- power industry. But thes-group said that
for 'the preSent any new regulatory agency would only
hamper the new industry's growth. Taking the long view, it
said such an agency would bring
"objectivity and impartiality" in
evalpating safety measures and
in deciding on competing applications.
Foreign Aid: Foreign aid admire rator John B. Hollister told
a
House Government . Operations subcommittee that he has
no "moral or legal obligation"
spend the _200 million dollars-in aid authorized ,in the Eisenhower Middle East Doctrine.
However, he said he is keeping
"substantial funds" in reserve
for Middle East projects. He said
he has set aside "substantial"
funds • until Ambassador James
P. Richards returns from his
Miadle East mission to line up
aid projects.
'Enemy Assets: Assistant Attorney ,General Dallas S. Townsend
told
Senate judiciary subcommmittee that a proposed Senate bill to dispose of enemy
property would give "tremendous
windfalls" to a few German
industries. He said this would
be the equivalent of making
the United States "pay for both
sides" of World War IL Townsend said a bill sponsored by
subcommittee Chairman Olin D.
Johnson would "make a gift" of
200 million dollars to a "small
number of enemy firms.",

Thip. IS.alllsy Racers. returned
from thelr tennis trip yesterday
and found the April "winter"
weather more hostile than their
losing hike through Dixie.
Coach Rex Alexander, his sort
tan hitt - diminishing, concluded
that the tour was beneficial to
his court men and set them up
for a defense .of their OVe
battle.
The Breds managed only one
victory in the four games played
but paced by John Powless, they
left a solid hoof print with
every foe. Opposing coaches at
every point labeled the Flora,
Illinois star the best college tennis player ever.
Playing against opponents that
had been ..active for over two
months. Murray bowed to Pensacola Naval Station 4-3, fell to
strong Rollins '6-1, lost a thriller
to Florida State 4-3 and on the
way' home, whipped Florence
State (Ala.)
A contest with
the University of Florida was
canceled because of rain.
At Pensacola. Murray opposed
many ex-college stars and were
edged, though Powless and John
King won singles. while King
and Monroe S 1 .0 a n captured
doubles.
Powless kept his perfect collegiate single record intact which
accounted for the Racers only
tally against Rollins. In the win
over Florence. only Larry Henson dropped a match.
Mureases wifl remain idle until
April 16 when they match rackets with Western Kentucky
there. The—titet s home meet is
April 20 with Southern Illinois.

Hospital News

Friday's complete record sfollows:
Census
•
30
Adult Beds
65
Emergency Beds
35
Patients Admitted
. ,0
Patients Dismissed .... 0
New Citizens
Patients admitted from Wednesday 9:00 a.m. to Friday 9:00 a.m.
Mrs. lUbert Morgan. Rt. 2.
Hazel; Mr. Herman Borders. Rt.
4, Benton; Mrs. Elias Robertson,
600 Olive St., Murray; Mr.
Charles A. Stewart. No. 6th St.,
Murray; Mrs. Aubrey Lyles, 1515
Se. 5th.St., Paducah; Mrs. Conrad Hampton and baby boy, 214
N. 13th St., Murray; Mrs, Ann
H. Cohron. Hazel; Mrs. Gaylen
CRUISE,Y00 WILD
Cupe, 4520 WAt Ridge Road.
Gary, Ind.; Mrs. Anna Jones,
SANPEDRO, Calif.
—
lice arrested Roland B. Vascon- Lynn Grove; Miss Bell Enoch,
cellos, 48. for. -dtunk driving Lynn Grove.
Friday. They charged him with
making waves in Poco Loco
Robert Fulton, inventor- ef the
(transportation — a little - crazy) steamboat, was an avid subwhile intoxicated Pot() Loco is marine enthusiast. He built seva 20-foot speedboat. He was eral subemrsible warships, ones
,
careening through San Pedro of whicTir was known as the
Harbor.
Nautilus, .
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'KREMLIN',ROLE MAKES A YUL BRYNNER OF HER

Hank Aaron Makes It Clear

Exhibition
He Will Have No Spring Slump
Baseball
Results

PUBLIOHED BE LEDGER & TLHES PUBLISHING COMPANY. low.
Consolidation of the Murray 'Ledger, The Calloway Tunes. and Itst
„ones-Herald. October 20, 1928. and the Wnst Kentuckian,
la42.
JAMES C. %11.1.1AILS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for Inc best
interest et our readers.

By UNITED PRESS
Hank Aaron's .417 average is
making it clear today that there'll
be no repetition of the spring
slump that almost cost him the

By UNITED PRESS
At Sarasota, Fla,
Kansas City 000 000 040-4 6 0
Boston
000 010 000-1 6 2
Portocarerro, McDermott (7)
and Shantz; Delock, Susce (7)
and White. Winner—McDermott.
Loser — Susce.

REPI(E.SENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO. lkie
Monroe, Mempina, Tenn.; 25u Para Ave,, /sew Y...rit; 5J7 N. 3.1ichigan
Ave. Chicago: 60 Bolystain St., lasolor- .
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, tor transmi.asion as
Second Lass Matter

1114°.11011,41...,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20c, per
&weal. 5x in.CalUsway atia auie.a.ng
pee- at faze. else
'mere, Sa.50.

Living Costs In
Alaska Double That
Of United States

National League batting charniunship in 1956.
Aaron walloped a homer and
a single Friday to pace the
Milwaukee Braves to, a 5-1 victory over the Brooklyn Dodscers
and raise his runs batted in
total to 22 for 17 games.
The Philadelphia Phillies raised their record to 12-2 agpainst
American League rivals when
they Scored six unearned runs
in the seventh inning to down
the New York Yankees, 6-4.
Bob Turley shut out-tthe,Phillies
with three hits for six innings
before two errors got him into
trouble.

•

JUNEAU
It costs about
twice as much to live in Alaska
as in the-United States, according
I.
to the Alaska Resource DereSATURDAY' — APRIL 6, 1957
opment Board.
4•14
A recent survey of five Alaska
VALUE OF FARM LAND
cities showed prices in the territory generally were higher in
The Cleveland Indians made
every category. The greatest dif- it seven victories in their last
ferences were in housing costs eight games when they clubbed
The Department of Agriculture retaprts-- the value of
and the prices for fresh fruit out a 12-9 decision over the
At Houston, Tex,
•
iarru land at an all-time..ingn, Sales during 1:156 avNew York Giants. The Indians
Milwaukee
030 200 000-5 9 I and vegetables.
Prices in Fairbanks were the hacked out 12 hits, including
eraged
of tne per acre price in
Brooklyn
010 000 000-1 7 47 highest
of the five cities. The nine for extra bases, and reBurdette, Pizarro (7) and like; other
aide of land fins continued to increase, despite a
ceived 13 walks from New York
communities
checked
Ruseburo. Winner
Burdette. Sitka, Anchorage, Ketchikan were
decrease of 20',$ in farm interne since the all-time high,
pitchers.
and
Loser — Koufax. HRs—Burdette Juneau..
in 11, and the department has conducted a study to
(Mil.), Aaron (5111.).
The Kansas City Athletics
Pricing in each of the cities
HUES the head shaving chronology of shapely Natalie Daryll for her role in the film 'The Girl in
cieteinnne why this is.
was done by a resident housewife handed the Boston Red Sox
the Kremlin"—before beatg, shaved, after being shaved, and with a "Mach" as her hair begins to
At Wichita Falls, Tex,
their fifth straight loss and 12th
a (International)
grow back. Lower: She wears a selection of wigs around Hollywood nowadays.
the supervision of an ex- in
The study has shown decided changes in farming
Cleveland 410 320 011-12 12 2 under
18 games with major league
perience
dsupervisor.
N. York N 010 001 106— 9 13 0
Irivals when they scored fur
methods in recent years, and evidence tnat most farmer's
eighth-inning runs for a 4-1
Xiimanek, Pitula (6) and Heneed more land to Onset lower commodity prices.
•
gan, Nixon 14);
triumph. =.
Con%%hat; has been na4ipening in industry tor two decstable (13, Rodriguez (5), McLedger oc iimes•t Ile
Hob Rush, ticketed to be the
Call (8) and' Westrum, Thomas
ades is. how happening. in agriculture at a much faster
Chicago Cubs' opening day pitch-!(5). Winner—Tomanek. Loser —
onsulalauoies, increased production and ais..eniply
Cr, went nine innings for the
Its "Dixie National Loon Dog Field Trial" Unit
Littlefield. HRs--Thompsun (N.
first time Friday night and scored
again. lte outstanding clit6sa: is ueling resumed .htre
line production. And for Inc same reason.
Y.), Smith (Cie..), Sauer (N.Y.),
a 6-4 victory over the Baltimore
Rodgers (N.Y.), Thomas (N.Y.).
.
cost of farm laoor nas increased even more April 19 and_2u alter a close down outing tile war days.
ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCK- Orioles.
rapidly than the increasing wage scale in industry. 1his bilt it s back again, and, according to its sponsor,- 4. -A.
Don Hoak coeftffiled his strong
YARDS lilt
Livestock:
. At• Charlotte, N. C.
entries
arriting
Ryan,
are
daily.
Acinienacions
opened
means less hands,-thc-reaseti.produCtion per man, extenFairly active. Bar- bid for a regnfar job when he
12,5(k).
Hogs
Cincinnati
000
001
000-1
5
0
L.
and will close April
walloped a sixth-inning homer
DETROIT el — Tony Anthony, Washington 000 000 000-0 8 0 rows and gilts 25 to 50 cents that
SlOIT 01 rural electric 1111.:6 to operate farm equipment,
gave the Cincinnati Redlegs
talOVerWutrt1 Janus, campaign chairman of the Callo- a former china-jawed
lower; sows 25 cents lower; bulk
middleKlippstein,
Meyer
(6),
Fowler
more nvestoti and -less row crops.
way County ited Cross Drive, - said yesterday that tile w.ight who became a sensational (9) and Bailey;
U. S. f to 3, 180 to 240 lbs a 1-0 decision over the WashPascual, Ramos mixed,
weight and grade 17.75 to ington Senators.
reacned a total collection of 4$4,1,10. light heavy in knocking out (9) and Berberet. Winner—KlipEvery __Line there is. a iull.in issues for Cbilgress...to county group Has
. inc quota set up fur the 194i 'drive in Canoway Chuck Spieser Friday night, to- patem. Loser — Pascual. HR -- 18.25; No. 1 - and 2, 190 to 230
Sj
argue auout It turns to agriLuiture. it seems such a 'time County was $6,290.
lbs. 18.50 to 18.75; sows U. S.
Say looked past his June-7 title Hoak (Cut.).
4-H
Club News
1 to 3 400 lb down 16.50 to
nits arrived in Wasningtan FO lam were held at Mt. Carmel Methodist fight with Archie Moore to Floyd
17.00.
At San Antonio, Tex.
nig renewed attacks on secretary Denson and the .Lisen- Churcn Monday fur Mrs. GUs Lamb, o2, wno died at her Patterson. Cattle 600. Calves 300. Active, On April Ath the Faxon Junior
Anthony, a Harlem musician Chicago N 024 000 000-6 9
2 small supply. Choice 22.50; good and Senior 4-H club met in
nome near Murray State College last saturday. • •
nower farm program...
with a real smooth' ring glide, Baltimore
IOU
1,01
(11.11-4
8
2
Mrs. Estelle Outland's 6th grade
The treshriian and Sopliumore classes at New Con- surprised eveiaisady — even himkarming nas &men discussed so much in the last 25
hush and Neeman, Wight, Pa- and choke 21.50 to .22; 8.•oci room.
choice heifers and mixed
A program was given by
years, and tnere in Stitil a wide-spread lack of under- cord High School will present a three-act comedy, "Moth self — by shaking up top-ranked Lica (8) and Trianclus, Patton and
er-in-Law Blues," at tae scnoul tomorrow night at i:31.) light-heavy Spieser in the first. (7). Losing pitcher' — Wright. yearlings 19 to 21; cows steady; the Junior and Senior grotip:
standing of concutiotts on the
utility and commercial 12 to The pledges were given by the
some city folks think u clock.
puling him down and almost Hits —krancona (BR),
Williams 14.50; bulls unchanged; _utility grodp and were led by Linda
second and cleanly C.Bila/. •
our loud and Hoer In. lit'utlaced Uy peasants.
Caraway a iii the
iia--C-Orrimer-eiat 14 to - 15.50; Edmonds and Tommy Phillips of
The - balding favorite in
could tie Iurtner iron: the u-otn.
infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.,Pat'\v. Caraway, Hazel• • the -third.
scalers 23 to 25; choice and the 7th and 8th grades. Mrs. s
South rieasant Grove Sa.Curday.
Wrather and Mr. Vaughn talked •
prime 26 to 27.
, A crowd of 8,651 paid $20,145
In spite of proiagainua regarding the decreasing at
Sheeo 1,900. Not enough to to us about our rally_
tos
nationally_tel_eised
to
_the
watch
farm
test nialket.-Choice Wooled lambs be given April'ilitft.
--.figEt.
23.50.
Reporter: Ruth Roberts
Archie Moor, 43. fat and
lur farm products, mere is pienty ci money. to be made
lading in the deep twilight of
in farming and minions of inteitig,elit peopie had rather
Ledger oc lime% File
a boxing career that has had
larm than du anything eise. And must kul. them know
a long afternoon, has already
By OSCAR FRALEY
wnat they are doing. 1iie) cope witn tile vissitudes of
A total of $9,000 was spent in.Mnrray by the Amen- signed to meet the winner in
United Pres* Sport's Writer
nature, as well as tne..ancertirinty of Illetraetzi, and they can Red Cross caring for refugees during. the recent the Olympia Stadium ring June . NEW With.
in —The baseball
no-od disaster, announced Miss lone Mae chase yester*
do it sitqesbrud}t.Aar'aiter 'year.
How about heavyweight champ spring training period is drawing
money
All
day.
spent locally,Miss Chase
vi
v•as
the
to
a
cruse
and, for guys like
,%ut. -Limy tliat, Out theae- /toe iolks,are training their
. Patterson', - -That's -- who we're
added.
after," said Ernie Braca, An- atickesy Mantle ana Bill Sarni,
children now to tar
Aut. eXiiclly like they learned ' -t_ncle Polk" Robinson, 17 years old, one of the thony's
it
will
be one they'd never
manager.
tainting, ut course',
lorget.
ne need -TO be" educated now the
finest Old- citizens, died this' 'Morning at the
Pretty soft, you say, to escape
saint as the leaders in oilier tocations .need it, but' tney clinic hospital.
Fight Results
the wintry blasts aria loll around
Besides
Widow, Mrs. Dixie 'Dale Robinson, he
are also getting tric basic. training in Iarniing a girl or
in the sunshine while getting
B y tia.ted --Pressleaves one sun, Talmadge Rubinson; two daughters, 3Irs-,1
buy call get nowhere except oil the farm.,
NEW OitLEANS: L. C. Morgan-. paid fur it. But to the piayers
Mrs.
Brewer
Jones.
•
harry
and
Sam
e have been snuit-signted in making adjustments
Youngestow,n, Ohio, 141, nipped this is the toughest part of the
T. U. Baucum, general manager of the Jackson Pur- „Kiiier" Jackson. New ()Hams season, the aches and pains
to 'modern agricuiture, as well as slot• to iecogitize tile
period which some of them don't
chase Oil Co., was re-elected chairman of the Jobbers 139. (10).
pressiag need for -industrial payrolis, hence ttit: adjust- Division of the Kentucky Petroleilm Marketers Associasurvive.
Merits are proting pannui and udz.t...y.
DETROIT: Ton,- Anth, nv, Har- Sarni didn't—and with Mantle
tion at the annual meeting in Louisville last week.
every day is hazardous.
The adjustnieLts are taking. piiice, howe‘er, in spiire
Dr. Leon Bourland; son of Mr. and Mr Edwin Bour-• lem, 173, Ftopped Chutle Spiesr,.
LanAng Mich.. 174,i, III».
At-29, the Giant catcher reachformerly
Memphis'
of
and
Murray.
received
of
land
his
of all the tear, we vial stied, and thost,. tv nu recognize
ed
the ena of his baseball Care
. them as opportun.fiLs are making progress accordingly. M.D. degree. from the University of Tennessee last week.
AMA GOES TO MEXICO
When he suffered a heart
ack.
Washington,
vacation
short
in
D.C.,'
will
a
After
he
He
II coach, sure, but
We * expect to see more and more old
his age
laini places take up duties at the Methodist Hospital in Memphis.
Hollywood
star
you. don't expec
ROME-11* —
be finished
come onto the market, and more and more of _therm
Word has been received here of the death' of Luther Ava Gardner left here lis plane competitivel
purchased by neiglinoring learners, or iie-tunierri to
fur Mexico to star in
And
you imagine Mantle's
tin; L. Dick, formerly .of Murray. in Tulsa. Okla., last Mon- , Sunday
the him Versirn of the Ernest fe
gs when Ne stepped into
area. They are hot, being sold.by .. tite sheriff,
however, day of double pneumonia. Mr. Dick, who was- 47 .t'
Hemingway classic -The Sun Ms( n outfield gole an suffered
as was the calise during the 19Otis, and they are not
died iri the Tulsa Hospital.
itises."• Errol Flynn Tyrone
a severe
-being old.
sprain? You could
He. IA survived by his widow, Mrs. Effie Forrest Dick, cr and Mel Ferrer a're- -starring feel him ankle
su'id atia loss, either.
wondering whether he,
Pail.
Luther,
sons,
and
two
Jr.,
aria
in the film.
too, had "had' it."
tine of Roger Babson s gems of advice to
industrial
Legs Are Fragile
-investors is ".don't sell American industry short.Becau.se actually every day
That
FU
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FOR
BUILD
TODAY
—
PLAN
same advice 'can he given to owners of iarrn
could be Mantle's last., His legs
land, but
are that fragile. There's that
most of those w no own some seem to reaiii-e-,
and aParrested osteomyelitis in his shin
preCiate its. value. And those who %ant some
as well as the trick' knees which
will Probably pay more ;1 they delay huv.trIt.
have been operated on twice and
funcStudies have shown that rear fins on the 197,7 Dodge have a
must be kept tightly wrapped
trend
tional purpose equal in importance to the modern styling
at all tunes against the dangers
which they denote. Recent wind tunnel tests conducted by an indeof sudden stops and starts.
fins
pendent research laboratory diaclosed that the upawept rearwhile
At 25, Mantle has it "made"
minimizing suditi•n side-sway
by
car
the
stabilize
actually
if
his
luck holds. Winning the
Lt dgt r & limes File
driving in gusty crosswinds. The pretty model shown beside the
triple crown batting championtail fin is Lois Conway of Chicago.
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The Martin 011 Corn ,ainv was b
honor% _netted- _had- -a- S51,I,04/0
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to. p.m. and M:dnight. according to
salary this .season. And, they
city. police. About ',..1.40.00 Wit . takeninsist. he is just getting started.
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that enipioa'ees used to keep money finLots of others suffered seridus
coke.s and e
tainment.
arid painful difficulties this sp•
char ie,I.. Jordon passed away
ring. Early Wykt6 can hardly
:It
ho
Browns
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
walk because of a pulled leg
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s1
years:
Phone 262
104 East Maple St.
tendon.
Scan-e suffered a
of age and isaai (r.1e.11 in bail health or
about five
wtençed knee. Gerry Staley of
La1,4- claime'd
its 1;r-1 victims- of thi
the,-'White Sox came back after
1952 sea,r;11
111(111iiiig
or1 Ge,,i-ge All erl) of
a lip operation for a cancerouse
caw,. 111., bp,t
growth and Ted Kluszewski is
Ile a
4
fighting the crippling effects of
v.ith
a
party
on her ;hill 1 a pinched sciatic nerve. Bill
l,y Fier niw.her. Mrs. J ames szheiton,'
Skowron broke a tournb and
Friday
rpoot, at her h orn,
North St-tenth Street.
Ray Narleski a . finger.
/1,t, scent. for 'the .,
Aches Disappear •Eventually ,
WE HAVE IT -- WE WILL GET IT
en
'r I
For most of them it's a tempoSei.ariy•we flat
•
•.
rary situatain. The minor breaks
•
OR IT CAN'T BE HAD
\I r • .
1V. NV,
knit .and the aches disappear
I;.....
I:
son of Mr, anil•irL. Wil.biirn H. flit
eventually.
di
At • Clearwater, Fla.
NeW York-A 091 101 "001-4 10 2
Philadelphia 000 000 60x—ti 9 1
Tiirley, Grim (8) and Johnson; Simmons, Morehead (8) and
Lopata, Lonnett (5). Winner —
Sinunons. Loser — Turley. HR—
D. Johnson.
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10 Years Ago This Week Tony Anthony

Livestock
Report

Looks For
Title Match

SPORTS
PARADE

-20Years Ag—o—ThiliNeek

t3uilt for Stability

--Five Years Ago Today

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.

Wallis Drugl

Frazee, Melugin & Holton

SCOTT DRUG
Will Be OPEN This Sunday

INSURANCE AGENTS
AUTOMOBILE — FIRE — CASUALTY
siasoaa
Gatlin Building

Telephone 331

for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs.

Kentucky

Murray,

WE WILL BE CLOcv..D from
.11:00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. to. Church door
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Entiy Of East Tennessee To
OVC To Strengthen League

•

itting chami-

a homer and
to pace the
to- a 5-1 vicklyn Dodgers
is batted in
games.

Is per word for one day, minimum .1 17 words for 60c.- Go

Phillies rais12-2 agssanst
rivals when
nearned runs
iing to down
(ankees, 8-4. c,
it-"the Phillies
✓ six innings
got him into

FOR SALE

count of sickness in family.
Baucusn Real Estate Agency, call
48 or 1447.
A8C

PIANOS, new and used. Seiburn
White, 403 Chestnut St., Murray,
Ky.
Al2P

NOTICE

LOOK Home Owners! 10 Alum
ndows, 1 door for $199 instalAlum awning any size for
$17 up. Home Comfort Co., 18th
and Main St. Phone 1303.
M4C
HOUSE FOR SALE: Three bedrooms, garage and utility room.
Good price if sold at once. 1608
Ryan.
A6P

Indians made
in their last
they clubbed
San over the
The Indians
its, including
ises, and re)111 New
York

8'X8' OVERHEAD garage dour
in good condition. Call 9132.
A6C

I.

ay
Athletics
•
Red Sox
loss and 12th
major league
Y scored for
; for a 4-1

SEWING MACHINES, Necch
Domestic, firother. Repair all
makes. Write or call Allen's
Sewing Machine Ex., 210 S. 4th.,
Paducah. Dial 2-8800 or Murray
M5C
phone 1091.•

-- '

ted to be themg day pitch-t
rungs for the
ght and scored
the Baltimore

• Faxon Junior
club met in
nd's tith grade
was given by
Senior group:
given by the
led by Linda
my Phillips of
grades. Mrs. is
Vaughn talked •
rally _ day .,to.

SINGER SEWING Machine representative in Murray. For sales,
service and repair. Contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone
A16C
ONE, 5 year old mule, drives 2250-J.
good and won't use oil.. LampMONUMENTS
tins Mutor.Sales. Call 519. ABC Murray Marble & GraniteaWorkeS"

1

!)
News

The long awaited admission of
East Tennessee State College to
the Ohio Valley Conference defipi.r word for throe days. Classified ads aro payablo in advance.
nitely adds over all athletic
strength to the group, Roy Stewart, MSC Athletic Director, said
Male Help Wanted I
yesterday.
"They might even win the
track title this spring," he added.
Call
EXPERIENCED Body Man.
TWO APARTMENTS. 1 furnish- And that is not just
second guess9,132.
A6C ed and 1 unfurnished. Call 834.
ing for the ETSC thinlies have
Near college.
A6C been strong for years.
EXCEPTIONAL Sales Opportunity. If you're energetic, ambitious, VACANCY at the Beale Hotel.
Located in the foot hills of the
want top Pars-tilags. and seek a Single rooms $6 per weeks Pri- Appalachians; -- in Johnson City,
vate
room,
private
bath, $8 per East Tennessee is the third
sales career with a National
largA6C est college in the volunteer state,
Organization, here's your chance. week.
Interesting contact work with
with an official enrollment of
business and professional men.
CALL TRANSIT STRIKE
3,018. It is exceeded by only the
$100 weekly draw akainst comUniversity of Tennessee and
missions plus unlimited opporBIRMINGHAM, Ala. (IR - A Vanderbilt. The distance from
tunity for advancement for qualiMurray is about 500 miles. They
fied men. Write Mr. Anthony, strike, blamed partly on indirect have been a member of the VolBox 32-A, Muray, Ky.
A8C effects of bus integration at- unteer
Intercollegiate Athletic
tempts, halted transit service to
Birmingham's metropolitan popu- Association for several years, a
MAIDS FOR NEW YORK (live lation of 600,000 persons today. conference to which OVC memin) A-1 jobs; to $180 monthly. Union drivers called the strike ber Middle Tennesee .also belongs.
Free room and board, tare ad- Sunday night by an almost unaThis section of East Tennessee
vanced; nicest families; fast ac- nimous voice vote to support a is one of the best regions in the
tion. Write Gem Agency, 35 Lin- 46-cent hourly wage increase de- United States for Producing athcoln, Roslyn Heights, New York, mand. The company' offered three letics.
N. Y.
ITC cents, saying it had suffered
Although Stewart sees the • new
member lagging behind in basrecent revenue cuts.

Land Transfers
E. T. ,Cooper to Burice and
Lucille Haneline, 70 acres.
Burie
Haneline
to
Lucille
Haneline. 80 acres.
'John F. and Dorothy Taylor
to Mark Neal, lot.
Lela Willoughby et al to H. H.
Willoughby, 63 acres.
s
R. S. Brooks to Alfred Eugene
Duncan and wife, Beatrice; 54
acres.

MARRAIGE LICENSE
MARRIAGE

LieENiies .

R. P. Miller, 74,--and Maggie B.
Patton, 65,, Aisril 5.
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"IF I could giv
"In short, Sergeant, you . don't solidification, of command tor
I to goj,a Emil Seilwabacker
saiety and maximum security."
ould you help me relieve know any more than I do."
said,
"Sir," Schwauacker said blunt-Ayes sue," Finnegan said,
__hal of his command, Cove?"
grinning, "but I was sort ot ly, "I believe that this bivouac
Cove Butler let his breath
you wouldn't.- find that violates every concept of Oct.]
whistle through his teeth. -That Marin' •
He -ieetiffed- dust into a .seeurity. Ita nsesse to remain
will get you couet-martailed, son. Ont."
small pile, 4i,-0 kicked it into here."
-But quick."
The look Temple Jocelyn gave
a cloud. Str-just don,1 like -this
"I know that," Schwabacker dangecteountry here, sor."
Schwabacker was a shuck to the
said. "Jocelyn is the kind of
He was justified, Schwabacker young officer, fur something of
man who'll go as far as his legs decided. Jocelyn's camp was in Schwabacker's father trine into
will carry turn, then he'll travel a the only open stretch of land for Jocelyn's eyes and the -stony east-little farther on guts, but there the next fifteen miles. His picket of his checks. Sergeant Finnegan
has to be an end. I give bon six line formed in the grove near the chose that time to come over.
weeks at the outside if he doesn't bend of a stream. A circular He stood to Schwabeckees
get to bed and stay- there."
bivouac could be formed here, near Jocelyn, but the captain toil
butler shook Ids head. "I don't but Schwabacker struck the pos- not even favor him a ith a glance.
owe Jocely, it thing, Emil. lie sibility out of his mind. The only "Lieutenant, are you pitting your
• can mike up his own mind; I've answer was to move, with or picayune experience against my
told him the truth, what would without Captain Temple Joce- years of service?" He waved his
hand. "You've served me; you
happen if be didn't rest. You be lyn's consent.
smart and keep out of it."
"Sergeant," Schwabacker said, know I'm not a martinet! But I
Schwabacker looked around "what are the r.ossi telities of believe I'm the best judge A'this
ca.se."
the c a m p. The infantry were making a night march?"
"Poorly, sor. It's all right for
"I have no intention of delounging in the arrny's manner
of systematic disorder. The cav- the cavalry, sor, but them n poor bating ..."
"Neither have /, Lieutenant!
alry were dismounted, but still foot sojers'll 'stumble all over
As your senior officer I might
waiting on the flanks. "Who themselves."
"They'll have to get along the remind you that your conduct is
picked this bivouac, Cove?"
"The captain. To tell you the best they can," Sehwabacker said bordering .on the disrespectful.
farther
with finality. "Sergeant, you I'm not going to be tied 'to a
truth, he couldn't go any
•
and didn't want to admit it. took me into your confidence saddle again, do you understand?
once concerning Captain Joce- As long as I have voice to cornPretty poor, Jana it?"
"From a military standpoint," lyn's past. I want you to go a niand, command I will!"
For a moment Scarabacker
Schwabacker said, "it's terrible." step further and give me his
could only stare in sturIned Mahe"There are hostiles around here wife's address."
"I couldn't do that, sor."
licf. Even Sergeant 'Finnegan,
too," Butler said softly. "More
"Finnegan, I don't mean to pull with his long relationship, could
than I care to think about.
time
not quite hide his shock. At first,
They've been pacing us all the rank on you, but I haven't
or inclination to explain at this Schwabacker was unable to unway -from Fort Laramie."
wife's
his
simply
want
I
Jocelyn's meaning, but
time.
derstand
"Cheyennes 7"
"Sioux too," Butler said. "Be- address. If the man insists on the pieces fell into place like a
tween you and me, I think Jou:c- dying, then I think she has the difficult puzzle. All along, he had
lyn means to make a last-man right to choose between being mistakenly believed Jocelyn was
if
with him at the end or not. Now, grateful for having been saved at.
stand here."
Schwabacker shook his bead. will you give me her address?" Ityndlee's. But Temple Jocelyn
"Yes, sor. Sexton's Junction. was not! Instead of uniting them,
"Not with one troop of fresh cavsor." Ile paused to wipe Scinvabacker's action had only
alry recruits and a regiment of
a band across his mustached pushed them further apart JoceInfantry too fat to rim."
"Two troops of cavalry," But- mouth. "I sure hope this is right, lyn, like Schwabsieker's father,
felt shame, not gratatude, when a
ler contradicted. "He's got yours
"If you can save a man's life weakness was exposed. With this
now, boy." He paused to scan the
bracketing hills for several min- it's right," Schwabacker said. new knowledge, Emil Sehwabackutes. "I saw smoke up there all "Ile's been waiting for a letter er was certain that the only thing
afternoon. I wish they'd drop from her. Maybe I can get what that would ever right this would
the other shoe. It nearly kills a he wants." He touched Finnegan be a time when he was weak and,
man to know they're out there on the arm. "Fetch my dispatch Jocelyn could bestow his strength
8
case and select a man who can In that moment he learned &and have to wait for them."
"Who'p in_ command of the in- ride. I want this letter taken to startling truth about Jocelyn.
Laramie in time to catch the
Lieutenant Emil Schwabacker
fantry?"
said slowly, "Captain, cm* sorry,
"Captain Blaine. This is his Wednesday Maize."
"Yes, sor," Finnegan said and bot I deem It inadvisable to refirst tour in Indian country."
turned away.
main here. I'm ordering the
Butler smiled.
• • •
command to move in one hour."
•
Emil Schwabacker went bark
"In that event," Jocelyn said
With the letter to Temple Jeeeto his own bivouac, where he
found Sergeant Sean Finnegan lyn's wife sealed and in the hands evenly, "I will see that you face
Schwabacka general court-martial."
inspecting the surrounding ter- of Trooper Johnson,
e
rain and not liking a bit of It. No er walked over to Captain Joce- coughed and flecks Of
sitting
Jocelyn
was
of
hardtent
troop
lyn's
to his lips. Quickly he cdtered
one had to tell this
bitten fifty-cent regulars that in the camp chair, his head his mouth with his handkerchief.
hostiles were out there or what thrown back, his eyes closed. He
"Sergeant Finnegan," • Schwaheard the trooper ride out and backer said, "ask Or Butler to
they were there for.
Nienegan said, "Lbasies
his eye" followed him until...he come here. I wan the captain
passed from sight. Then they removed to the
capt'n, nor?"
bulance."
"Very poorly." Schwalmeker focussed on Emil Schwabacker.
Finnegan st;ert/
ed to turn, bet
one
anthorized
no
said. "Welt, Sergeant; what would "Lieutenant, I
stopped when . envie Jocelyn tin.
you say one chances were here?" to leave this biJouac."
flapped his • pistol' holster and
authorization,
on
my
and
"He
left
took
off
his
kepi
Finnegan
n. The cocking hamdrew his
firmly.
Schwabacker
said
with
hair
.
sir."
his
mess
of
made a
mer we a series of snapping
probing fingers. "Well, sor, It "I'm sorry to disturb you, sir, stickp( then the bore settled on
surely is hard to say. Them duck- but I would like a word concern. End] Sehivabacker's belt buckle.
footed Infantry men is mighty ling the disposition of the troops."
"Your saber, ;sir. I'm placing
"As you can see they are in
temptin' 'to a mounted Sioux.
tinder' Arrest."
Then again, there's somethIn' bivouac," Jocelyn said,' flatly, you
_
liell,lin"em bark or they'd hove "Lieutenant, I suggest that you
huddle
the. gun. What
Jocelyn
mine."
with
your
troops
attacked already. Ideanin' no ills- unite
alLite future hold"
"Dhes that mean that I 8m re- does the It
but it sure ain't th'
respect, s
fry. I'd say medi- lisved of my command, Captain r for Emil? Continue Chapter 111
capt'n'a
m heathens Is sure
"tio, no, of course not," 'Joe& • tomorrow.
cine, .or,
_
s

f/

6

_a
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4-Pieces of metal
5-Man's name
s-Parcels of land
7-Reg
3-Covered with
turf
6-Recreation
room
10-Uncooked
11-Lubricate
16-Booty
20-Fat of swine
21-Man's name. ,.
Tr,
Wpeetk24-hog
26-Follow
27-Musleal
Instrument
• (pd.)
I9--Waiting room
11-At present
34-Carry
36-Parent
(colloq.)
11-Back out
(slang)
41-Storage pit
44-Kind of foot
race
44-Juniper
49-Whip mark ea
skin
51-Irishman
6,.-Everyone
53-River in Waage .
Srr-Evil
56-11indu
eyrnbabs
67-Worm
•

ALBANY, N. Y. aft -Lobbying
ctivities on the floor of the
thinks[State Assembly were notably
issing Friday because Assembly
peaker Oswald D. Heck threatsled to lob the lobbyists into
ketball for a_few years, he
they might be the team to beat jail. Faced with a continually
in football, baseball, tennis, trick increasing number of lobbyists
parading around the floor, Heck
and golf.
banged his gavel and ordered.
However due to schedule ir"If there is a single lobbyist
regularities, they probably will
on the floor of this House, I
not figure in the championship
want him brought before the
picture in basketball and footbar of the assembly and we'll
ball for at least two years. Ofsee that he gets a good fat jail
ficials at other member schools sentence."
have contract obligations to fulfill, some stretching over three
year periods, and are limited by
Reelfoot Lake, one of the ,most
NCAA regulations on the num- unusual lakes in the nationf was
ber of scheduled games.
created from the Mississippi RivTo be eligible to win the con- er during the New Madrid earthference crown, each team must quake of 1811-12.
play the others at least once in
football and twice on the hardwood. Changes will have to be
made in the present baseball set
up also, in which the conference
PLUMBING CO.
is divided up into two divisions,
the winners meeting in a post
603 So. 4th St.
season playoff for the title.
Nit.
Day
Or
Murray State, which had objected to ETSC's admission be1654*
cause of the long distance involved, will not be abl,. to schedule her in either. ootball or
basketball next season.
Confederate Ha•

WALTER

LAST TIMES TON1TE
2016 C•644rs Fo2 weserns

CLAW JANE .ROBERT
SAM RUSSELL RYAN

PLUS

WATERFIELD

CRANEINT"IlENNIE

Ph. 430

.1411 Oilve Blvd,

SUNDAY - MONDAY
te.ADICAITI

PItEVEtet

IMI• DISTRUCTIYE
am*""'TECHNICOLOR!
FREE INSPECTION

114166•421

Uotopd

TERMITES
--Licensed and InsuredSam Kelley
Plums.% 441

SEE FRIDAY'S
LEDGER FOR CRAZY
WEEK SCHEDULE
APRIL 7-13

Kelley's Pest
Control

NOT APPROPRIATE

[

GILLINGHAM, England MI A local minister Saturday rejected a cople's request that the
hymn "Day of Wrath and Doom
Impending" be played at their
wedding.
••••••••

NO -ANY
KIND

Dale & Stubblefield Drug]
PRESCRIPTIONS

HOW ABOUT
BEARS AND
BEAVERS ?

by Ernie Bushrailler

BEARS vs
BEAVERS

15Irr
eitti
416

IMO

All

I ITT-

•

S's's
A30

C4I.• 1517 1

I.,,.,'

19i../25%4IA-1111.

by Raeburn

AB31E an' SLATS
I'LL RE SEEING

THE EVIL CREATURE
SHE GAVE ME THOSE (CHOKE)
NASTY FLOWERS,'

THAT'S

AZ'S.

VC/LI-MISS RIDGE. COME WITH ME
THIS INSTANT; THAT 15 THE ONE,
ISN'T IT,
(A
.:11SS DELL

•(.39

349V.I.tro.9
.r
.

To. goo U. S. Pool. 33

YOU;

IV)

an Berm

NICE GOING, HELENA; ErY
THE WAY, WHEN DID 'IOU
CHANGE YOUR NAME FROM
LUCRETIA BORGIA 0

el

,cc,

%

•

/,'
Too Roo U. S.116 01.2-6.11 Olio. vas
Cep.. 4.6tbst* 66466666 Ssofooto Ha.

LIP

by Al Capp

ARNFY

CAN'TLET EA.!BUST
//V FO.S.0/0<LS HEAL> AN'

LoAIAGerH'iimro.
FOLLY ME,
FEARLESS!!

DRAG HIM DACK, ERCY
SO I CAN GET 55I0
A Vs/NACK AT I.
HIM, eons

DKE."!-(-''
,
14:914! HAVE
,
4 LOWEST
Sc &VA" TO 77.
Di FP770.!'-PER41/7-77/VG
77 //S Cs,/EAP L/TCLE
0?/ivil/VAL 70 SAVE

A4

, / MISTeL
1 (--:13(.

) HAVEl
L_
l
-"GRATE
YOU,
THANK YOU,
FOSPICrs!!
EZIO. YOU'VE
GOT SOMETHING
FINE IN YOU.r.r-

•

1

6:16
7:00

Show Starts

owner

MOSCOW lilt - The Soviet
navy newspaper Soviet fleet expressed low opinion of the U. S.
Navy today and said lack of
discipline and poor seamanship
is reflected in numerous American ii-CCIaiiiti.
-11cif-alEe co'!lision of the aircraft carrier
Forrestal with a trailer at Norfolk, Va., last year, three landing
accidents of jet fighters on the
Forrestal and a fire M the
atomic-powered submarine Nautilus which it blamed on "violation of elementary regulations."

ARE YOU
PARTICULAR
WHAT KIND
OF ANIMALS
YOU SEE?

PROMISED
TO TAKE ME
TO THE ZOO
TO SEE THE
ANIMALS

Open

FREE Plek=up a Delivery
Expert Dyeing Service
Alteration Service

CIITICIZE U. 8. NAVY

94.9.•••••........49

YOU

MURRAY
4:DRIVE-IN thea7ie

COLLEGE
CLEANERS

opsratten

NANCY

BUT

A SLIMY PART
HOLLYWOOD all - Actress
Dorothy McGuire aamits she did
not like some parts of her role
in "Old Yeller" even a little
bit. She said Friday that as the
mother of two boys she has to
pick up toads, frogs and lizards
in the film.

SYKES- RUTLAND

PENSACOLA, 71a. h - wiiLam A. (Uncle__ _Bill) Lundy,.
iida's 109-year old Confederate veteran, went through a
major bladder operation "as a
much younger man might have,"
doctors reported today. Hospital
authorities refused to list Lundy's
condition but said the spry old
rebel's condition "definitely was
not serious." They said he was
recovering "as well as can be
expected" from the .operation.
It was the second within one
month.

'Ammer to Yesterday's Poad•

38-Essence
40-Existed
42-Mire
43-Gentler
45-Excavate
teending
-R
48-Renovate
5u-Ship's record
52-Fuss
54-1r
d tva:iirop-In

ACROSS
1-Night before
(Pl.)
'6-Mountains of
Europe
11-in favor of
12-Small sin-am
13-Performed
alone
14-Burma native
15- Walked
17-Sheemakee•

a

1 *

J

FOR RENT

INVITATION TO BID. By authority of the Fiscal Court of
Calloway County, I here by request sealed bids on contract for
painting the exterior walls of
the Calloway County Courthouse
that part of exterior walls
which has heretofore been painted, including the columns, window sills, etc., with one coat of
first class outside white paint.
Your bid to include total cost
of all paint, materials and labor
and to be submitted to Waylon
Rayburn, County Judge, on or
before April 10, 1957.

SLECTRIC RANGE, good cook- builders pf fine memorials for
ing deep Weil and oven. Suitable over half century. Porter White,
A22C
for small' apartment or cabin. Manager. Phone 121.
A8P
$20. Phone 512-W.
THE EZELL 'Beauty School will
GOOD Practice Piano. $2.5. Call be closed
Monday and Tuesday
A9C
1338-R,
of next week for State Board
ONE OF THE best country stores Examinations in Louisville. The
,in the county. Well located, only school will be open again Wed1118C
31
/
2 miles from;Murray on main nesday for business .
highway. Grocery and , service
Ltatain on lot large enough to be
Wanted
111xpanded to motel or other business use. Good well of water,
plently for any type business. WANT&D FOR 'MIS territory,
4 room living quarters. Will sell dealer to handle popular line of
or trade for small farm or house tractors arid farm equipment.
and lot in town. Selling on ac- Favorable contract. Write Box

tied his Strong
job when he
•inning homer
innati Redlegs
er the Wash-
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Lawmakers Threaten Lobbyists
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Weddings

... Phone 694-M-4..or 763-J
. Jo Burkeen, Editor,

Club News

SATURDAY — APRIL 6, 1957

1

Locals
Activities

JUVENILE JAM SESSION
VALLEY STREAM, N. Y. 11.5
-Police Sunday broke up a
four-mile two-hour traffic jam
on Long Island Parkway by returning Raymond Olseon to his
.
mother. The four-year old tot
had been stopping cars by stand-4
ing in the middle of the road
and holding up both hands.

Mrs. Megow
Group II' Of CWF ! Gatilen Department Plans For Easter
Hostess
For heel
Meet In Home Of
Eks..1 Hunt and Spring Dance To Be April 13
Of Group III CWF
Mrs. Titsworth
L‘i_
Tne Garden Department of the maw members are Mts. Burgess
opened
WOman-la---Club held its
- Mrs. Howard 'nine...nth -was.7 meeting at the club house
hostess for the meeting of Group regular
.IV of the Christian Women's on Thursday: April 4. at twoFellowship of the First Chris- thirty o'clock in. the afternoon.
Mrs. L. A.- Moore presented
tian Church held at her home on
-211 "hileretaing - and- informat
ydáYhbr
eZt
April 4, at nine-thirty o'clock in program on -Color Harmony in
I Fiona'
. Arrangements."
the morning.
- Presenting the program was
chairman. Mrs. E. S. FerThe
.
Mrs. Ralph 54Voodit who used as
presided at the meeting.
Philippine guson.,
her subject, -The
elected for the new club
Islands" which 'is a continuati,ri Officers.
Mrs..Oliver Cherry,
metdde
-ne'ar
Southeast
of the study on
Asia.
vire-chairman: Mrs. L. A. Moore,
latrs. M. C. Ellis gave the deLinton Clanton.
%%aloe. Mrs. Woodfin Hutson, secret:1r,, Mrs.
The chairman will be
chairman of the group. presided treasurer.
.
ann.ainced later,
at the meeting.
Mrs. .1. B. Wilson announced
During the: social- hour re-'
freshmente' were- served b'y the that the annual '
aster Egg Hunt
n r.hostess t.,
fur all children ten years or
present.
yoUnger of all Woman's Club
members will be held on Saturday-April-1.3. Mrs: 'Wilson and
Mrs. Noble Farris are cochairmen for the event. Other cont.

React The Clasitified

•

`TIGER WOMAINV'EACK11412.. 3.`

Parker. Mrs. John Ryan, Mrs. E.
W. Outland. Mrs. Verne Kyle,
and Mrs. D. I.. Divebiss.
The department sponsored the
Teen Town during the month
-c,f- March'. 'It was announced - hat
a Spring Dance for Teen Town
will be sponsored by the Garden
Department at the club house
on Saturday evening. April 13.
Mrs. Oliver Cherry, Mrs. John
Ryan. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr.,
are the teen town committee.
Plans were discussed for the
Flower Show to be held 45say 2.
Alsb the yard beautification.C,intest_ was discussed and all homes
-with beautiful flowers in the
Yard nhould. be entered.
Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale and her
committees were. commended on
their • fine Work for the recent
Audubon-Regional meeting.
Mts. A. 0. Woods. Mrs. Walter
Miller, and Mrs. 011ie Brown
were judges for the,flower shows
in Bowling Green March 28 and
f-in Russellville and Glasgow
April 4-5. Mrs. Woods and Mrs.
Fred Gingles hive
presented
programs on "Creative Work and
Flower Arrangement" for the
Garden Department of Camden,
Tenn. arid_/11ro •biulosa,' classes
at Murray High School.
••••

S

ocila Cal•ndar

Monday, April 8
The Euzelian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
will meet at the Murray Electric
Building at seven-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. Will Rose's group will be
in charge of the arrangements.
• • ••
The- Weal lIarel 11
eoiakers
Club will meet'with Mrs. Con
Milstead at one o'clock.
••••
The Rleasent-Growe-Horererstak•
ers Club will meet with ,Mrs.
Ermine Stewart at„one o'clock.
••••

-

MAUL STARE, now in her 7fis and ihe flinty woman in the world
who has been able to train tigers, least tractable and most dangerous of all the cat fatuity, poses with "playmate" Richard at Thousand Oaks, Calif. She has just returned from three years in Japan.,
where she took her tiger act traveling' with the Nippon zoo travel(heternational noue..7Ptota)
ing troupe of animal acts.

EVA BARTOK IS ACCUSED

I
-

Tuesday, April 9
Murray Star chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic }Intl at seven - thirty
o'clock. ,
• • • S.•
Circles of the WMS of the
first Baptist Church will 'meet
as follows: TT with Mrs. E. C.
Jones at ohe-thirty o'clock; I
with Mrs. R. L. Seaford, `III wish
MR. Ben Keys, IV With Mrs. S.
S. Herndon. VI with Mrs. R. L.
1Flowden. and VII with Mrs. E.
C. Jones, all at twp - thirty
••••
The. P,ittertown Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. L.
Robertson at one o'clock.
• • ••
•
Wednesday, April 10
_ Circle V of the WMS of the
First Baptist Church will meet
at the rnissi,in at two - thirty
o'clock. •• • •
•
The Business'Guild of the
CWF ,of the First Christian
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs.- Jack Sykes at seven-thirty
o'clock.
• • ••
The East ,Side Homemakers
. Club will meet with Mrs. Arlo
priinger at ten o'clock.
'
• •••
r
The Harry Grove Hornemakers
Clob will fReet with Mrs. Floyd
Taj lor at one o'clock.
••• •
MOSCOW RABBI DIES

LOS -ANGELES eithdrities are pondering an attempted extortion
complaint filed by eleetronics_expert Francis B. Murray, 28 (lower
right i, •agair.st actress Eva 13artok, 23 (upper rightj. and Ince u.ein
director Alexander Peal, _47 (left), one of her four ex-husbandsAll are shown at Hollywood police station. Murray claims the two
same to his home and attempted to get him to sign over his personal - property..and that Paal beat him with his fists_ Miss Bartok
said she haSstopped dating Murray about, six weeks before, but
.
that he -made advances toward me." (I nterriatsonesi atoinsetpitatoe)

MOSCanW
Schlieffer. 68-year old leader of
I the small Jewish religious corns
munity here, died of a heart
attack today in Moscow's main
synagogue.
1.

Mrs. Rupert Slivers
her Morrie for the meeting of
Group III of the Christian Women's FelloWship of the First
Christian Church held on Thtirsday, Apill 4, 'at eight o'clock in
the evening. Mrs. Gettigid Me:
gow was the hostess .
The program on the subject,
-A Look at the Philippines", was
very ably presented by Mrs. Dan
Hutson.
-Mrs. Don Hall gave the devotion on the theme of the "Easter
Lilly.- Mrs. Slivers, chairman,
presided at the. meeting.
Refreshments were ?el-yeti by
the hostess to the thirteen members and one visitor.
•• • *

ASK SEAL-ED VERDICT
TOKYO 6,1 -Chiba Prefecture
fishermen today lay their baby
problem before the government
fishery board. Usually they haul in small fish in their nets, but
Saturday they found a 150pound baby seal. The lost "tittle"
baby fhe shikrid---be in the -cold"
waters of the Northern Pacific)
Is a problem because an agreement signed between the United
States, Canada, Soviet Russia
and Japan piohibits the catching
of swats.

4

APRIL 13
•
- PM SATURDAY,

CROWDS THRONG the Belk-Settle Company last week during a big remodel-

Woodmen Circle And
Officers Club Have
Meeting 'Thursday

W-L-A-C
TV SCHEDULE

The Supreme Forest Woodmen
Circle and the Jessie Houston
Officers Club held a -joint meeting at the Woman's Club House
on Th"ursday. April 4, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening.
Final plans were made to attend the State Convention to be
held in Bowling Green April
11-12. A chartered bus will leave
Murray at 8:30 Thursday- morning and will return on Friday
eeenins.. _
Mrs. Oneida Boyd. president
of the circle, presided at the
meeting. Drill team work was
practiced.
Refreshments were served by
the hoistesses, Msr. Boyd and
Mrs. Margaret Cavitt.
•• • •

AM -PM SUNDAY, APRIL 7
11:30 ,Faith for Today
12:00 Heckle and Jeckle
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Hollywood Spectacular
2:30 The Visitor
3t00 See It Now;
400 The Spear Family
4:30 Air Power
5:00 My Friend Flicka
5:30 Soldier of Fontune
6:00 Dassie
6:30 Jack Benny
7:00 Ed Sullivan Show
8:00 G. E. Sunday Night Theatre
8;30 Alfred Hitchcock Presents
9:00 $84.000 Challenge
9:30 What's My Line
10:00 Sunday News Special
:10:15 Weathervane
10:17 Million Dollar Movies
10:35 Million Dollar Movies
Susan Peffer of Frankfort. Kn..
-- tert-T7ft-tlentetritglit7
former Dean of Women of Murray State College, is coming to
Murra?lo attend the State AAMORNING PROGRAMS
- meeting, at Patilake Hotel
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
April 5-7 and will 'visit Mrs. 6:40 Channel 5's Farm Report
Lillian_H. Adams over Sunday.
6:45 The Speak Family
• •.• •
7:00 Jimmy Dean Show
Mr. and Mrs. lf;urdorn Lassiter 7:45 CBS News
and daughter, Mrs. '!l Harrell, 7:55, Morning News & Weather
spent last weekend in Lexington 8:00 Captain Kangaroo
visiting Mr. Harrell wh is en- 8:45 CBS News
gineering :student at the Univer- 8,55 Morning News & Weather
sity of Kentucky.
It7017 Cane Moore
•• ••
9:30n Arthur Godfrey (Except
Friday "Garry Moore"
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lee Tucker of Kirksey Route One are 1010 Strike It Rich
.
•
the parents of a daughter. Don- 11:00 Valiant Lady
Gail. ts‘eighing eight pounds 11:15 Lone of Life
12 ounces, born on
Friday, 11:30 Seasch 'or Tomorrow
March 29. at the Murray Hospi- 11:45 The guiding Light
12:00 CBS News (Noon),.
tal.
•• * •
-A daughter. Violet weighing
AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
seven pounds five ounces, was
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
born to Mr. and Mrs. Sam H.
12:10 'Stand Up And Be Counted
Bloodworth of Calvert City Route
12:30 As The World Turns
One on Saturday. March 30. at
1:00 Our Miss Brooks
the Murray Hospital.
1:30 House Party
• • • • ,• 2:00 The Big Payoff
Awrina Malynn is the name
2:30 Bob Crosby
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
3:00 The Brighter Day
_Breathett Shepeard of Benton 3:15 The Secret Storm
Route One for their daughter. 3:30 The Edge of Night
weighing eight pounds 9 ounces, 4:00 The Big Show
born on Saturday. March 30. at 5:30 Bugs Bunny
the Murray Hospital.
5:45 Doug Edwards News
••••
6:00 'opeye and Friends

PERSONALS

THEY THREW OATS
CHEMAN. England !IR -Brenda
Waby and John Birth rode away
from their wedding on horseback
Sunday. "We both love horses
and I could not beat to be
parted from 'them even on my
honeymoon," the bride explained.

6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30

9:00 Studio One
10:00 Federal Men
10:30 Shell Big News
10:40 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM TUESDAY, APRIL 9
6:30 Name That Tune
7:00 Phil Silvers Show
7:30 Private Secretary
8:00 To Tell The Truth,
8:30 Red Skelton
9:09 $64.000 Question
9:30 The Spike Jones Show
10:00 O'Henrr Playhouse
10:30 Shell Big New;
10:40 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM

. -GLENDALE. Calif. (Ir - City
jail is just like home to Richard
tricks, 31. Vibe, WaS arr6iA•
Friday for the 281st time for
drunkenness and chose to serve
10 days in jail instead of paying
a $50 fine His police record
began in 1925.

MAKI A ItECORD CABINET

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10

PM
6:30
700
7:30
8:30
10:00
10:30
10:40
12:00

"SEW and SAVE"
Phone 30g
1641 Miller - Murray

STARTS SUNDAY
FOR

TABERS
UPHOLSTERY
SHOP
104 N. 3rd St. l'h. 549
• High Quality Work
• Free Estimates
• Pick-up & Delivery

DAYS

YISTAVI900
ate a

IIDN

-REDBOON MAGAZINE

ACADEMY
AWARD

WINNER
(Best Direction
of the Year)

HENRY

When it is a question of wedding invitations or announcements, we have all the answers
... correct in every detail, truly
worthy of the occasion. See our
sam ples.

to come out and

and SANDWICHES OF ALL KINDS

• ."

SPECIAL ADMISSION — THIS ENGAGEMENT

LEDGER & TIMES

,Leon Hicks

ONLY... MATINEE and

STEPHEN NASH, 33, snarls and struggles against his fetters In Los
Angeles as officers haul him away to await a gas chamber death.
_Nash was convicted of two murders. (International Boardphoto)
,

Adults .

50c

•••

,
.

•

MEI

1311D1'FRIBA TERM '411
tiE1)

Wedding Bells About
To Ring?
Order Invitations Here

try our specialties

•

3

"TAKES ITS PLACE
WITH 'BIRTH OF A
NATION'AND'GONE
VIR THE WIND'!"

AUDREY

HUTCHENS and HICKS

and Manager

Curts

"KANSAS RAIDERS"

NIAMOUtil PIO1E111

Now UnLr New
Management

Owner

-LAST TIMES TONIGHTVAN HEFLIN
and SUSA
AN
L SHOAYWARD

Aud.e Murphy - Tony

,on West Main Street

Hubert Hutchens

Association

in "TAP ROOTS"

Hutchens Bar-B-Que

PAR-B-QUE

National Lumber 51 anoraeturers

Hoffman's
FABRIC SHOP

Max H. Churchill

l
•lunkber'.
pieces of 1 by 7-inch
The front edges are cut step'
fashion as shown.
The shelves, top, and back,
are made of 1 by 10-inch lumber. The shelves are cut out
25/32 inches to fit flush with
the sides and to fit on the steps.
Plane the back to fit flush with
the rear edges of the sides.
Firet-assemble aka- cahinet
art of the project. Then atint Add ft- tach
penny finishing nails..
Hardwood plywood dividers
inch thick, A in the diagram, are made to fit betseeen
the shelves. Fasten with glue
inches
and No. 16 brads 1
long.

THURSDAY, APRIL 11
Sgt. Preston of th.. Yukon
Bob Cummings
Shower of, Stars
Playhouse 90
Code 3
Shell Big News
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)

GOING TO THE. GAS CHAMBER

We invite everyone

A record cabinet, with easy
accessibility, can be built by
the home craftsman using
either lumber or hardwood
plywood.
The base is made of 1 by 2inch lumber as shown in the
diagram. Assemble with glue
and 6-penny finishing nails.
Dowel joints and glue are
used to make the side panels,
shelves, top and back. Use
dowels- it -niches in diameter
and 1-inch long for the upper
dowel joint of the side panel
and Pa inches len for all
other dowel joints. Use at least
three joints for the side panels
and back, and two for the
shelves and top.
The sides are made of two

PM FRIDAY, APRIL 12
8:30 Beat The Clock
7:00 West Point
7:30 Dick Powell's Zane Gra,
Theatre
8:00 Mr. Adam and Eve
8:30 'Frontier Doctor
9:00 The Lineup „
9:30 Person To Person
10:00 Schlit-z Playhouse
- -

PM MONDAY. APRIL
Robin Hood
Burns /lc Allen
Talent Scouts
I Love Lucy
December Bride

Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
—"Friendly Service —
8“ N. 4th St. Ph. 98

HERE'S HOW.••

8:30 Giant Step
7:00 Arthur Godfrey Show
8:013-----The-34ationaire8:30 I've Got A Secret
9:00 U. S. Steel Hour
10:00 San Francisco Beat
10:30 Shell B'g News
'
10:40 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off,(Midnight)

Funeral Home
ARREST NO. 281

12:30 , Air Force Digest
12:45 Dizzy Dean Show
12:55 Game of the Week
-Phillies at Boston"
3:30 Little Rascals
'10:30 Shell Big News
4:00 Roy Roger
10:40 Million Dollar Movies
5:00
This' Is The Answer
12:00 Sign 'Off (Midnight)
5:30 News Conference
6:00 - Woods
Waters
•6:30 The Buccaneers AM SATURDAYA,pRIL 13
/.00 Jackie Gleason Show'
8:00 Gale Storm Show
8:30 Captain Kangaroo
8:30 Hey Jeannie
9:30 Mighty Mouse Playhopse
9:00 Gunsrnoke
10:00 Winky Dink &• You
'•
9:30 Two For The Money
10:30 Tales of the-Texas Rangers\
10:00 'Isfition Dollar Playhouse
11:00 Big Top
'1,1N Target You
12:00 Sky King
12:00iSign Off (Midnight)

ing sale. A large area was added to the first floor and new fixtures were added
in all departments.

1•••W-in....-.• - • -1.

-

NIGHTS

Children .

25c

1

